Molecular basis of G6PD deficiency in India.
G6PD deficiency has been reported from India more than 30 years ago and about 13 variants have been characterized biochemically. Here, we report the results of an epidemiological study investigating G6PD deficiency and the mutations among 14 heterogenous populations of India. Of the 3166 males tested, 332 (10.5%) were found to be G6PD-deficient and the prevalence rate varied from 5.7% to 27.9% in the different population groups. Molecular characterization revealed that G6PD Mediterranean (563 C-->T) was the commonest (60.4%) deficient variant followed by G6PD Kerala-Kalyan (949 G-->A; 24.5%) and G6PD Orissa (131 C-->G; 13.3%). G6PD Mediterranean had a more widespread distribution as compared to G6PD Kerala-Kalyan and G6PD Orissa and was associated with both 1311 C and 1311 T polymorhism. G6PD Mediterranean was found to have significantly lower red cell enzyme activity and more severe clinical manifestations than the other two. G6PD Chatham (1003 G-->A) with undetected red cell enzyme activity and G6PD Insuli (989 G-->A) with normal G6PD activity were very rare in the Indian population. The absence of a large number of mutations causing G6PD deficiency points to the fact that the genetic diversity of these populations is considerably lowered than expected.